
KEPLER'S DISCOVERY 
OF THE ELLIPTICAL 
ORBIT OF MARS 



ror e good many years I have had the ambition to be able to answer the ques
tion& How did Kepler errive at the so-called firat Keplerian law, the ellipticity 
of the planetary orbit? The discovery of the ellipse ought to be, one would think, 
a rather $traightforw®rd geom~trical aff~ir, a matter of calculating di~tsncee b~
tf.il~an Suri ~rid plenat t:rigonQmatdcaUy, arid eeein9 that thees distances fit into M 
dlipse with the Sun at one focus. Now as all the commentat«:irs make clsar, eucli 
dietance-dateTminetions do indeed play a role in Kepler's journey of discovery. 
Sut this ~ole, as I believe I can now show, is e negative one; the trigon0atatry 
does not lf!'Jiad to th~ !dee of thi!ii ellipse l.n the fi:i:at place, 1 t is too imprecitH~ to 
gJ.vfJ the £?J.,mansiof!_! t:Jf' the ll!lll.ipae, and H does not provide ~hl!lt Kepl~n~ regeu:·dsd ~~ 
en adequ~te confirm~tion of the elliptical shape. What has smerged for me from ~ 
study of Kepler's book, the Aetronomia Nave of 1609 ~ and I do not believe that 
thie underatanding appears in any of th;-;;condary literature -- is not msrely th~t 
~epler gm~a hie journay theory-laden, btJt, that it is £.Q!X thua that ha !iUai'U'lges to 
rnrive 2t hie first tuio laws~ the ellipse end the e.i·aa law. It is en initial hum::Jl ~ 
~ physical hypothesis, which guides him throughout; every step ie made deliberat~ly , 
not only in confrontation with data, but in pursuance of that hunch. And the laws 
~rrived et~ the ellipse and the area law, rest on the physical theory as on a pr~m
:Les; they r 't!main hypothetical; t hey cannot be confirmed independently of one an
other~ but taken jointly yield better predictions than had avar been achieved 
before. What I shall try to show, then, is how this is so; to trace in achametic 
outline the logical m~p of Kepler's journey. 

let ma begin with two preliminary remar ks. The first has to do with the ob
~ervationa that Kepler used. With the benefit of hindsight , we can say that ell 
the planets known to Kepler have nearly circular orbits. The one with the most 
flattened orbit is mercury, but mercury, being close to the Sun, is difficult to 
observe. The next greatest departure from circularity occurs in the orbit of IYlars 
-- the orbit that Kepler studies -- and here the departure from circularity is such 
that the minor axis of the ellipse is about 1/200 or i'% less than the major axis. 
In a picture of this orbit drawn to scale, meet of us could noti by merely looking, 
detect the departure from circularity. 

Thus a planetary theory which uses circular paths can be surprisingly good. 
It is not quite right to talk about errors arising from the assumption of circu
larity alone; in any planetary theory, an additional aesumption has to be made ea 
to the motion of the planet. But I can assert that, if one .2!2_ have a theory for 
mars which erred only in assuming a circular path, the discrepancies between pre
diction and observation would never rise above 10' of arc. Now my thumb, held out 
aa far as possible from my eye, subtends an angle of about two degrees, or 120'. 
So the discovery of the elliptical orbit is going to depend on rather refined 
observations. 

The observations which Kepler used were made by Tycho Brahe, in the years 
between 1575 and 1600. They were made by naked eye, but with large instru
ments, quadrants, sextants, on which the scales could be finely divided. Often 
Tycho had two observers observing the same object simultaneously; their results 
e0atetimes differed by ae much as 3' of arc, but the final result or average waa 
regarded a s accurate to within 2' of arc~ This is to be compared with the 10' 
discrepancy between observations which previous astronomers had allowed to be 
tolerable. Without Tycho's reduction of the expected error to about 2' of arc, 
Kepler's discoveries could not have been mede . 
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The second preliminary remark concerns Kepler ' s hunch, the ph:1sical hypo
thesis which guides him throughout his work. Whan Kepler went to Prague in 1600 , 
to work under Tycho Brahe, he was already an ardent Copernican. frJ saw that the 
preeminent role of the Sun in planetary theory, which had appeared as an unex
plained assumption in Ptolemy's constructions, becomes a simple cansoquance of 
the postulates in Copernicus's system. However, Kepler felt that Copernicus had 
failed to realize the full meaning of his new system. For Copernicus , tho Sun 
sits like a lamp in the midst of the solar aystam, lignting and heating up the 
world; otherwise it is functionless . The centers of the planetary circles do not 
even lie in the sun. 

Now Kepler felt that the Sun was more then a mere lamp. He noted that ae 
you go o~t from the Sun, the actual linear speeds of the planets become lass: 
Venus movas mere slowly than mercury, the Earth moves more slowly than Venuag mare 
moves more alowly than the Earth, ~nd so on. To Kepler this correlation between 
distance and speed suggested a causal relation: he hypothesi.zad that the Sun was 
somehow causin_g the planets to move about, and that the motive force or virtue 
fell off in strength ae one got farther from the Sun. Thus, when he sta~ted his 
work on mars, l<aplar already had the germ of the idea of a celestial physics, that 
is, an account of the planetary movements in which the planets do not have within 
them the source of their motionsi but are moved from without by pushes and pulls. 
What I think we need to see is how Kepler, faced with a mass of confusing data 
end theory inharitad from his predecessors 9 is guided by this physical hypothesis 
throughout his journey. 

So much for preliminaries. I turn now to what Kepler, with his flnir for 
the dramatic, calla his ~on mars. I shall divide the war into seven phases. 

The first phase I shall baraly mention. It has to do with th3 latitudes of 
the planet. The observed position of a planet is specified by latitude and longi
tude (Figure 1). Hare is the celestial epheret with the celestial north pole on 
top, and the equator running around the middle. As far aa the making of observa
tions is concerned, we can think of the (arth as being at or near the center of 
this sphere. Inclined to the equator is the circle of the sclipti~. This is the 
apparent path of the Sun during a year, projected against the background of tha 
stars. The Sun's position along the ecl ipt ic, measured i n degrees eastward from 
the vernel equinox, is called its longitude. 

Now the plenets are observed tc do something like what the Sun doe3: their 
general movement ie eastward, approximately along the ecliptic. However, they 
depart from the ecliptic by small amounts, going above it and below. Now the 
theories of Ptolemy and Copernicus with regard to the variati on in latitudes are 
frightfully complicated. Kapler accomplishes an ancrmous simplification. He 
hypothesizes that the plane of ffiar's orbit is inclined at a constant angle to the 
plane of the ecliptic, and passes through the Sun. He is able to verify this 
hypothesis by means of certain observations, which I shall not describe hers . 
Note the use of the Sun as a fixed reference point; the previous theories had 
always used an imaginary point called the mean Sun~ rather than the "real and ap
parent Sun", as a reference point in their planetary calculations, and this was 
one of the reasons for the complications in the Ptolemaic and Copernican theories 
of the latitudes . (In the case of Ptolemy, the additional complication due to the 
use of the mean Sun is clearly apparent in the theories of Venus and Mercury; in 
the Ptolemaic theories of the latitudes of the superior planets, the complication 
arises mainly from the geocentric mode of description .) Kepler's establishment 
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of the constancy of the inclination, end the passage of the plane of the orbit 
through the real Sun, is a first victory for his hunch about the role of the Sun. 
In what follows, I shall ignore the problem of latitudes entirely. I shall deal 
only with the longitudes, i.e., the positions of Mare as projected onto the 
ecliptic. 

Second Phase. Kepler sate up a theory for the longitudes of ~ars which is 
successful in one way and fails in anothar . The first thing to understand is what 
one hes to go on in setting up a theory for the longitudes of a planet. The ob
servations of the planet are of two kinds. Let us agree to take the Copernican 
standpoint, and to think of the Sun as a fixed point, and of the Earth and the 
other planets as moving in orbits about the Sun (Figure 2). Hare the outer 
circle is the assumed path of Mars, and the inner dotted circle is the assumed 
path of the Earth. Ordinarily, when an observation on lilare,is made, the Earth, 
Sun and Mars form a triangle, e.g., SEW. The observation gives only the direc
tion of mars from the Earth, against t~e 1 background of the stars. At this point 
we are far from knowing everything about the triangle. Of course Kepler does have 
a theory of the Earth's motion, or rather of the Sun's motion, which he has in
herited from Tycho, and we sh~ll find him trusting this theory to give the direc
tion of the line E1s1 • for a reason which will appear shortly, Kepler will not 
completely trust t~is theory to give him the distance E1s1 , which varies around 
the circle since the Sun is off-center. And even if we accepted Tycho's theory, 
to solve the triangle we would still need to know the direction of s~1 • How can 
we determine the direction of sm,? 

Thie b~ings us to the second sort of observation. About every 780 days, mars, 
the Earth, and the Sun come into a line, with the Sun on the far side of the Earth 
from frlars. At about this time, mars can be observed approximately on the meridian 
overhead at midnight. At the exact time of opposition, an observer on Earth is 
seeing mars against the background of the stars in just the positi on in which he 
would see it if he were situated in the Sun. Kepler had twelve su~h observations 
to work with, taken between 1580 and 1604 . Actually, one seldom ggts an observa
tion at the exeat time of the opposition; the position of the planet at opposition 
has to be calculated from a group of observations made about the time of the oppo
sition . Kepler, for the first time, calculates the oppositions to the real Sun, 
rather than the f1lean Sun; this is in line with his hunch; ha hopes this change will 
lead him to a new and better theory. 

But how set up •a theory? At the time of the opposition one knows the helio
centric longitude of mars, its position on the ecliptic as seen from the Sun. But 
one does not know its distance from the Sun. The only thing to do is to make an 
assumption. Kepler proceeds to try to fit a theory of Ptolemaic type to the data. 
That ls, he assumes that r1lars is moving in a circular path with center at C, that 
the Sun is off-center at some point S, and that the motion of the planet is uni
form not necessarily about C but about another point Q, called the equent point. 
All of these features are present in the Ptolemaic theory of the deferent of mars, 
except of course that the Sun ia replaced by the Earth. What one needs to find is 
the direction of the line SCQ, and the ratios of SC and CQ to the radius of the 
circle. The procedure for finding these things, both for Ptolemy and Kepler, is 
the horrendous one of trial and error: make a guess, than alter it if the theory 
fails to fit the facts. 

There is one difference between Ptolemy and Kepler that I should mention: 
Ptolemy hed assumed that the point C is midway between S and Q for reasons that 
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are not entirely clear. Kepler did not want ta asaums this; rather, he wanted to 
place the point C between S and Q et just the right point, to yield the beet fit 
between observation and theory. 

Kepler uses four of the twelve observQtions at opposition to set up hie 
theory~ and afte~ 70 t rials, finds a theory which fits these observations. H~ 
than checirn the theory ~gain~t t he t'emaining eight observations , and finds the 
concordance very good : the average discrepancy between theory and observation ie 
50'' 9 the maximum dhcrepency being 2 1 1211 • Whet th:ie theory does than, is to give 
t he heliocentric longitudes of mars, ite positions es aeon from the Sun, with e 
pr~~ie!on equal to that of the obearvatione. 

Now ae we next discover, this theory is false. Kapler come~ to call ! t 
hia vi carious or substitute theory , bacauee though false it serves to give him 
the hel iocentric longi tudes of Mara, for all his later work. What it frtile to 
gioo correctly are t he dhtancee of filers from the Sun. 

How can Kepler learn ~y_thin_g about the ~ence,!. of mars f'rom the Sun? 
Suppcas f or ~ moment that wa take Tycho 's eolar theory and t ransform it into a 
theory of the Earth's motion -- this ie a vary simple geometrical trensformaUon 
mhich I shall describe shortly -- end conaider. observations of' mars whtitr. it ie 
~in opposition ( rigur a 3) . The Earth, Sun and mare in each of t he two ob0er
vetions p.i.ctursd hers form a triangle . The position of Si'll is now known from the 
vicerioue thaory j tha position of Em is given by the observation in each c~ae, and 
the position of ES is determined by Tycho ~ s solar theory . Now Tycho'n eoler 
theory~ which differs from Ptol emy'e only in its numbers, is known to giua ths 
heliocentric l ongitudea or t he tarth with coneid~rabla accuracy ~ juat as the vi
carious theory gives the heliocentri c longitudes of Mars ~ith considersbla accu
~acy, so all the angles in th~sa triangle$ are known to wit hin about 4 1 of arc. 
The ratioa of t he sides of the t:r.ienglae can thiin be ci.ilculat&1d t rigonometri©ally,. 
If only one could huet Tyc:ho • e theory to give aJ.ao the ratio of SE1 to sr2 - 
thase ar-e not equal becsuae the Sun is not in the center of the circle -- on" 
could determine the ratio of sm1 to SM2 • 

The fact is, Ksplsr know:<.l that ha can trust Tycho~e thAory, in its pre
di ction of Ea:rth- Sun distances, within ca!'tain lim.its. Ona beaie for this truat 
is provided by observations of the apparent diameter of the Sunt e disk~ which 
shaw. ~hough ~ little toughly, thet tha distBncs b0twoen the Earth and Sun does 
not change vary much, changes in far.t less than Tycho's th~ory p~sdicts . Th~ 
orbit ~mt be nsa:rly circul a!'. The possible er~ors are em3ll enough s o thet 
Kepler can uae Tycho ' s theory to learn somsthing about ma1·e-Sun distance~ . He ifi 
particularly interested in checking the plecramont of the point C, the cent~r or 
tha orbit. The vicarious t heory had put i t about 0 . 61 of tha way from S to Q, By 
computing mars-Sun distances near the line of apaidee Kepler now show6 t hat C mumt 
ba much clcear to helf way between S and Q. !f he now alters the vicarious theory 
eccordingl y, and puts C midway between s l!lnd Q, tha al tet~d theory no lor.ger rn:e
dicts the heliocent ric longitudes of mars correctly, but gives errors as high as 
B', whereas Tycho's observations cannot~ in error by more than about 2 1 • The 
8' error hara~ Kapler tello us, is what forced him to go on to a total reformetion 
of aetronomy. 

Kepler's situation, at this point, can be summarized as follows. He has 
two theories, Tycho~s aolar theory for the Earth, and the vic8rioua theory for 
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Mars. Both are Ptolemaic-styl e theories, involving a circula r pati1, and uniform 
angula= motion about a point within the circle. Each theory predicts tho helio
centric longitudes of its planet with errors not exceeding 1 1 or 2', as confirmed 
rather directly by observation. * But if Tycho'e theory for the Ea:th is taken as 
correct for Earth-Sun distancaa, then the uicarioua theory ie wrong with respect 
to mars-Sun diotancee . In f eet, tha vicarious theory is definitely wrong, becauae 
the possible errors in the distances in Tycho 1 s theory are relativoly sm~ll, com
pared with those deduced for the vicarious theory . So of the two r ssurnptione on 
uihich the vicarious theory r eErta , the ch'cular path and tns uniforr.1 motion ebout 
an Equant point, one or the other mus t be wrong. Ths vicarious theory wil l remain 
uasful, ana indeed indispeneabla 9 f or f inding the heliocentric longitudaa of 
mars, but it i6 a false th11o:ry. 

Which of the two Ptolamnic principles, circular path or equant point, should 
ba changed? Kepl er Mas no doubts en thie acore. If one has in mind tha possi
bi lity af a cclestiel physics, the equant principle appears artificial: there i~ 
no body at th0 oquant point, no believable mechanism of which the equent principle 
would b~ th~ 8Xprrcoian . ruoreover, the work on the vicarious theory has provided 
Kepler mi h a cluA to a possible substi t ute for the equant principle. It is tha 
equant princiclG th~t Kooler wil l firs t abandon, but before doing so , he under
t ekee an inquiry as to why Ptolemaic-style theories, using equent points, can 
be so successful, in tho prediction of heliocentric longitudes. 

fundnrnantall '.; , tho success m6'0.ns this (figurf;! 4). The •Jarying motion of any 
.i.$ symrr.etri r:2l. about a certain Hne 1 the line of apsidf,1s (AP}. The fll!}E)\:. 

r apid motion of the planat occurs at Gne point (P) , and its alawast motion et a 
point 180° away (A). In between these points, on either side of the line of ep
sidss; the change in the planet's angular apeed about 5 ia gradual. Suppose we 
assume the planet to be mouing uniformly on a circle concentric with S. This 
theory is wrong , beceuse 1 starting at A5 tho point of s lowest motion, the actuol 

anet falls behind tna planet of our th8ory; the discrepancy builds up graduall y 
to a maximum at about a quarter of tha planet 's period, and then decreasas again 
to zero as the planet comes to P. 

that after a period tha pl anet is aean f rom S ~long SK in-
staed af SU; in other words, the discrepancy ot thi s t ime between observation and 
our first theory is the angle KSU. We can eliminate this discrapa~cy rather sim
ply, by shifting the planetary circle up, so that its center is at Q. Thia new 
theory will rhyme with observation when ths planet ·s in ths lines SA, S!C, SP, SL; 
end the J(:r·g&-crde.< di;screp2mcv bstwsGn th$o:ry amJ obaervat.icri, angle ~CSU ( ,... a'f;,gl~ 
SKQ), amounting ta nearly 11° in the cBse of Mars, hae been elimin~tcd. Such dio
crepanciea as remain will be in the octants, and will be much smaller; in the case 
of luara these remaining errors are at maximum about 8 1 , i.e. , 1 /80 of the former 
error. 

Kepler goes on to ehow how 9 keeping Q fixed ae the equant point or center 
of uniform motion, and taking a new orbit with center at some point C between S 
and a, the remaining disc=epancies can be reduced below the level of observational 
detection . In this final ad justment of the orbit ~ the point O~ previously deter-

*This statement is made from Kepl er's point of view. 
values for ref rac~ion and for solar parallax lead to 
high, nnd so the sol~r theory is more erroneous than 

Actually, Tycho'a incorrect 
an eccentricity that ie too 
the above statemsnt implies. 
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mined , must remain the equant point; otherwise, soma part of t he n~iginal l a r ge
order discrepancy will be r e-introduced. 

Thi s argument shows why , gi ven the general charactar of planotary motion, 
a theory of the equant type is doomed ta succeao, as far as canca~na prediction 
of heliocentr ic longit udes. There is one dther consequence I should like to men
tion for later use : it is that the placement of the equant point can be determin
ed with greater precisi on then the placement of the center of the orbit, because 
the placement of the equant point depends on the determination of a larger angle. 

Third Staqe. Kepler devises a replacement for the equant principle. As I 
mentioned before, the worl< with filers has already provided a clue. Kepler has 
f ound t hat t he midpoi nt of the line of apsides, C, eannot be where the vicarious 
theory puts i t , but must be more nearly midway between S and Q, the Sun and the 
equant point. Now it is a peculiar fact, on which Kepler had meditated, that 
Ptolemy in his theories of Venus, mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, had assumed what is 
called th~ bisection of t he eccentricity . If we translate the Ptolemaic theor ies 
i nto heli ocentri c form, what thi s means is that the center of the orbit is assum
ed ta l i o mi·· ~y between th9 Sun and tho Equant point . And Keplor has now gotten 
a r ough veri f i r.ation o~ this assumption i n the case of Mars . Among the principal 
plenete, the main e xcopi.ion, to which this assumption had not been applied, was 
the Sun, or if you are a Coparnicnn, tho Earth (rigure 5) . (Of tee other excep
tion, mercury, Kepler ends by distrusting some of the observations on which 
Ptolemy's theor y is1based.) Tycho 1 s solar theory, like Ptolemy's, was a simple 
eccentric theory : the Earth is off-center, but the Sun goes uniformly about the 
center of the circle, so that equant point and center of the circle coincide. 
When you transform thi s t heory into a theory of the Earth's motion, you again get 
a simple eccentric theory, with equant point and center of the orbit coinciding . 

Now what if the eccentricity were bisected in the case of all the planets? 
Take a planetary theory in which the eccentricity is bisected (fiqure 6) . The 
planet moves at a uniform angular rate about Q. In a given time ~t would, say, 
go through e small angle AQB. In an equal time, later, it woul d go through the 
equal angel RQP. The equality of,the angles means that, for small arcs near the 
li:ie of apsides , very nearly, 'Ai3/RP = AQ/QP. But because of the bisection of the 
eccentr icity, because Q and S are symmetrically placed about C, i~ follows that 
AQ = SP and AS = QP. Substituti ng, AB/RP = SP/SA . In othar words, near the line 
of apsi des , the arcs traversed by the planet in equal times are inversely es the 
distances from the Sun. Or the velocity of the planet varies invoreely as i ts 
distance f rom the Sun. 

This is a new hypothesis, which Kepler believes might be generally applic
abl e , thr oughout t he or bit. I t is not precisel y equivalent to the equant pr in
ciple, e xcept in the li~e of apsides when the eccentr icity is bisected . But this 
h) pothesi s is in accor d with Kepler's hunch , tho physical hypothesis he brought 
wi th him to Prague, the i dea that t he Sun , by means of some mysterious, immater
ial virtue, is pushing the planets about , and tha t its motive virtue f alls off 
in c .. h ''" •·:.t-h 11: i t.~ ornat.or rli Ph~'1C8S f rom the Sun. 

Now Kepler feels that he will be justified in trying out this new hypo
thesis, if he can eateblish that tho eccentricity ie ~·~ socted in the case of ths 
Earth, just as Ptoleffly had assumed it to be for the other planets beaidee marcury. 
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The main procedure Kepler uses is as follows (Figure 7} . He takes three of 
Tycho's observations of mars, made 687 days apart, the time it takes ffiars to go 
once around its orbit. At ell three times, then, frlars should be at the same 
place, m. Let the Earth at these timos be at the points E1 9 E2 , E3 • Then the 
directions of the lines E1ra, E2m, E3m are determined by Tycho's observations; 
the directions of SE , SE , SE are determined by Tycho's solar theory; and 
finally the position1of S~ is ~etermined by the vicarious theory of mars. We get 
three triangles with all angles known 9 and one side, 5"11, in common. It is than 
possible to find the ratios of SE , SE 2, SE 3 to Sfil, and hence to one another; so 
the positions E1 , E2 , E3 are found. Tnree points determine a circle, and so 
Kepler can determine the position of the canter of this circle, and hence the 
length SC in relation to the radius of the circle. 

Now I want to stress that these trigonometric calculations are much less 
satisfactory than the usual accounts of l<epler's work suppose; into each calcula
tion of SC go seven pieces of data 9 each of which can be in error, and the trigo
nometric calculation can greatly magnify the initial e r rors, especially when 
emall angles are involved. 

Kapler goes through procedures of this kind several times, and gets diver
gent results: the highest reault for SC is to the lowest as 5 to 3. All of them, 
however, show that the eccentricity of the orbit is ~than the valug assigned 
by Tycho. Remember that the eccentricity determined by Tycho is essentially the 
eccentricity of the equant, which can always be determined with greater precision 
than the canter of the orbit. Kepler's results, though markedly divergent among 
themselves, show that the center of the orbit does not coincide with the equont 
point as had always been previously assumed; rather-:-i't lies somewhere in the 
middle between the equant point and the Sun. Kepler, then, assumes that the ec
centricity is exactly bisected. Then he can proceed to try out his new hypothe
sis, that the velocities of the planet vary inversely as the distances from the 
Sun. 

The new hypothesis has one great disadvantage: it is difficult to calculate 
with. The speed of the planet is constantly varying as a function of its dis
tance from the Sun, and the hypothesis says how it is varying; but what we need 
to know is how far the planet goes in a given time along its path. To determine 
this, one would need the methods of the calculus, not yet invented. K3pler at
tempts an approximation: approximately, he says, the times for the planet to trav
erse equal arcs are proportional to the distances of these arcs from the Sun; the 
greater the distance, the greater the time (figure B}. In applying this idea, 
Kepler goes through very tedious calculations, dividing the ssmicircle into 180 
area of one degree each, computing the distancesof each of thsse arcs from S, 
adding up successive sums of these distances and putting these sums proportional 
to the times. Let me montion only one result: in the case of the Earth, predic
tions based on this new principle differ from those based on Tycho's theory by et 
Most 9" of arcp which is below the level of observational detection. The new 
theory is satisfactory in predicting the heliocentric longitudes of the Earth, 
because it jibes with Tycho's solor theory. And Tycho's solar theory, a simple 
eccentric theory in which th8 equant point coincides with the center of the orbit, 
is satisfactory for heliocentric longitudes because the eccentricity of the 
Earth's orbit is small -- less than 1/5 of the eccentrici ty of mars' orbit -- and 
therefore what matters is only thA placement of the aquant point, which Tycho 
has determined fai rly precisely. l<e pler knows this and depends on it. 
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S TAGE 3 

"Radius Rule": 
Times for equal arcs AB, BD 
are as the distances of those 
arcs from the Sun, Sm1 ~ Sm2 . 

"Area Rule": 
Times for equal arcs AB, BD are 
as the areas of the sectors ASB, BSD. 

FIGURE 9 
STAGE 4 

Ptolemy's solar theory adapted to 
account for eccentric orbit of Mars 

Radius of epicycle = eccentricity SC 

S replaces Earth; M replaces Sun 

For circular path, angle A must be 
equal at every moment to angle 1 
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Then Kepler has another idea, to abbreviate the calculationE. The distances 
from the Sun to the points in one of these equal ores (o.g. AO, figure 8a) are 
all contained in the area of the sector, e.g. BSA. Tho aro::i of t ;iis sector sug
gests itself AS R ~~asure of all the dist~nces within the sector. Th8n just as 
previous! y ·the distances of these equal a::cs wPre proportional to the times, eo 
now the areas might be assumed to be proportional to the times, for thees equal 
arcs. This is the origin of what is called Kepler's ~cco~~ law, ~h8 law of 
areas: as it is usually stated today, the areas swept out by thF radius vector 
from the Sun to the planet are proportional to the times. Actue~ly, t~is hypo
thesis is a new principle , not equivalent to the for~~r one. Out again, in the 
case of the Earth, it rhymes satisfactorily ~1ith Tycho's theory: the m~~imum dis
crepancy is 34" of arc. In the case of mars, the differences t:JOU~d be r.;uch 
larger. 

f"ourth Staq_!!· Kepler renews his attack on r.lar:-:-., using his new principle, 
that the areas are proportional to the times. (I a~ !Raving out of account here 
the 'act that Kepler continued to calculate also with his firot hypoth3sis, that 
the times for equal arcs are as the distances of th ose arcn from the Sun. I 
shall deal only with his uce of the arP3 lru.) 

In this new attack, Kapler first assumes a circulnr orbi~ for rn3rs, with 
the Sun off-center. The Sun is presumably pushinq pln~ot eround, the strength 
of the push decreasing with increasing distcn~o fro~ ~~~ cun. 

But at this point Kapler has to ask himself a quLJqtion. Why should the 
distance of the planet from the Sun vary? w:1y dons it not si~~ly move in a cir
cle concentric with the Sun? The only account Kepler can think of is an adap
tation of Ptolemy's epicyclic theory for the Sun (figure 9). In this, the epi
cycle has a radius equal to the eccentricity, and movos count!"lrcJockwise oround 
a circle with the Earth at the center, while thn Sun moves clock~ise a~: the same 
rate on the epicycle. At every moment, anglo L = angle A. On these assumptions, 
it can be shown that the Sun simply moves in a circlo ecccn~ric tJ the Earth 
(dotted circle in the figure). Now this samo mechanism cen be adopted to make 
Mars move in a circle eccentric to the Sun. Besidoo being moved 3round by tho 
Sun, Mars then has a mover of its own, which moves it in this tiry epicyclic 
circle. Kepler worries about how the planetary movBr might accor.plish this. He 
knows,that, as Tycho's observations on the parallaxes of cornets ~3V8 indicated, 
the heavens are not solid; there are no crystalline sphere~; comets rno110 
straight through the planetary regions. Tho planetary mover h3s no feet or wings . 
And there is another difficulty. The angle L docs not increase cniformly with 
time, but rather follows the dictates of the area low. But for [ars t o remain on 
a circle, angle A must at each instant be equal to angle L. So t~~ planet hos to 
move !!2!!-uniformly about the epicycle. Oor.s ths planetary mover have to study 
planetary tables, trying to find out whore it ought to be? J<ople= is sceptical 
about that, but he proceeds anyway to 2rply th3 area law of the eccentric circu
lar orbit. 

I shall not describe the calculations. Uoing th8 aroa rule~ Kepler is 
finding out where the planet is in its circle at givP-n ~imos in the whole period 
of 687 days in which it completes its orbit. The rosu:ts ~re checked against 
the predictions of the vicarious theory. As it tu~n~ out, thore is agreemont of 
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FIGURE 10 

STAGE 4 

Er rors in Circul a r Theor y 
of Stage 4, as c ompare d 
with the Vi carious Theory . 

STAGE 5 

Err ors i n t he Ova l Th e ory 
o f Stage 5, a s c ompa re d 
wi th the Vicarious The or y 
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t he t wo t heor i es i n t he apsi~oe (A, A) and i n t he quadrants (q, Q) but a discre
panc y of about 8' i n t he octants (f i gur e 10 ) . At a1 for instancej the new theory 
pu t s t h~ plf~rmt 8'2"l 11 al'lea j of 111he r e i t shoul d be; and at o2 , it is 8 1 1" behind 
where i t s houl d be . The pattern of er r or i s s ymmetrical in the other semi
ci r c l e . So t he pl anet , on the assumption of a circular orbit end the area rule 
or l aw, ie be i ng made t o moue too rap i dly about the aps i dee, and too slowly 
about t ha quadr ant s . Therefor8 either t he ci r cular orbi t must be wrong, or the 
ar e a rule, or both. I f i t is only the circle which is wrong, t hen the orbit 
must bs br ought wi t hi n t he circle in t he middle l ongitudes? around the quadrants, 
eo t ht'l t t he amount of are a i s reduced t hare, and hence the times for given a rcs 
ahortenad . The or bit woul d be oval. 

Keple r performs a number of cal cul ations with tri angles involving the Earth, 
Sun and Mar s , in otder t o determine the di s tance of Mars from the Sun in these 
middle l ongitudes. I have previ ous ly mcn:ioned the error in t his type of calcu
l etiqn . Kepler i s now i n a better positi on t o make these distance calculations 
t hen befor e, because his ;~odi f ication of Tycho 1 s solar theory -- hie introduction 
of the bi section of t he occontricity -- makes the theor y a better predictor of 
Earth- Sun distances . Eut 'the £'~ror is st i ll ~ trouble s ome . However , Kepler's 
r esul t a £!.£ s how th.:i t f.'.:c.~ s '.':'.J ,:os l'.' i :.;hin the c i r c le i n the middle longitudes. In 
othsr words, the or bi t is s ome kind of ova:, rather than circular. So the circle 
of the Stage Four t heo ry is wrong . On the other hand, the area law may still be 
right; it pr edicts that tha orhit i s oval, and the distance-determinations, 
though rough , confirm thi s prec;ic~ion. 

fifth Stage . At the beginning of Chapter 45 of the Astrono~l!!~' 
Kapler tells us that, having di $covered that t he or bit is not circular, he felt 
he knew the cause of th8 departure from circularity. from Stage four you will 
recall that the planetary mover that was moving Mar s on its little epicycle was 
having a rather diff i cult time. No t only did it l eek f eet or wirgs, but it was 
having to move the planet .IJ£!!-~~ly on the epicycle in order to keep to the 
sccsr.tric circular path. Itu j ob would be easier, though still i mpossible, if 
it had only to move the planet uniformly on the epicycle. But ii it were to do 
thi s , t he resulting path would be oval, as required. This is eas y to show, but I 
shall omit the demonstration . The actual orbit turns out to be 8gg-ehaped, with 
the sharper end at the peri-helion, or point of closest approech to the Sun. 

Kepler proceeds to calculate the consequences of this new hypothesis, 
assuming as before the area rule. The calculations are horrendous. To simplify 
matters, Kepler substitutes en ellipse for the egg-shaped oval; the difference 
in shape is very small. I shall call this el lipse the auxiliary ellipse . Even 
then tha problem remain~ difficult, and l<epler tries a number of different routes 
to its solution. The results in which he finally reposes trust (figure 11) again 
show agreement with t ho vicarious theory in the apsioss and quadrants , and dis
crepancies in the octants. In onA calculation , for i nstance , he finds t hat the 
new oval theory puts the plc11st 8 1 behind where i t should be at the f ir s t octant , 
and ?t' ahead of where it should b8 at the thi rd octant. Note that t he e r rors 
in the oval hypothesis, on t~e ascu~pt ion of the a r ea rule , are almost the exact 
opposite of those found in t he circular hypothesis : the pl anet i s going t oo 
slowly about the apsidea, and too rapidly in t he mi ddle l ongi t udes . If t he area 
law is right, then the orbit should bo ~ narrow: there needs to be more area 
between the Sun and th~ or~it in th8 middle ! ongi tudes y i n or der to show the 
planet down t hore 9 areas being proportional to times . 
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!Hxth Sta.Q!. Keph:r now 0ee s that ~ on t he as eumption that the '111'&8 law ie 
right , h~ will get a theory t ha t jibes with t he vica~ious theory, in its predic
tiorts of heliocantr ic: longitudes , if he choos es an orbit j ust midway b~ti..1een the 
cir cle of Stage four ~nd the a~J x il .i.sr }4 d lipas of Stage f'ive ( f'igura 12). 
Rounding off the B:n·or s i n the oct emb, we get an anti-symmetrical rarrey ( afl 
shown oppo8 ite t he diegrelm) " The dotted !i!llipt icfi!l orbit, jumt 111ich.1m)' bE'Ntwaen 
th~ ci rcl@ ~nd t he su ~il isr y ellipse, will reduco t hese symmetrical errors to 
zer o. I n effect, t he arae l aw is controlling the s hape of the orbit . Tha f5r3~s 
swept out ftbout the Sun ~re es0umsd to be proportional to the timws; varioua ly 
6h~ped orb i ts distr ibute tha total area of the orbit in different weye; only one 
ehapa of orbi t will get t he planet t o the right plecG at t he right time. Dn the 
eaeumption of the ~rea l i:u1p the right or bit csn differ only negligibly from the 
dotted dlipee. 

moreover , Kepler ia now able to calculate the precise dimensions of the 
dotted ellipse. long before, he had calculated the width, CT, of th~ lunule 
which the auxiliary ellipse cute off from the ci rcle. He hae only to helvu t his 
width to get QR , and hence RC , the semi-minor axis of the ellipse. 

Two remarks. As is well known , the correct ellipse is that ellipaa which 
hes the Sun et ona focus. Tha term "forcus" -- first introduced into European 
mathematical literature by Kepler himself , in the Aatronomie ~Optics of 1604 
-- is nowhere used i n the Astronomie Nave. At the stage of his journey we have 
now described (Phase#:£,), Kepler gives no indication ae to whether or not he 
realized that the Sun was located at the focus. The focal properties were not 
involved in the discovery of the correct ellipse. 

Second Remark. What about the possible role of mars-Sun diatancee, deter
mined trigonometrically, in the discovery of the correct ellipse? From three cf 
Kepler's letters, written in December, 1604 and January, 1605, it is apparent 
that tha dietance-determinaticne are misleading him: they are giving the wrong 
value for the amount of ingression of the orbit within the circle. Let the mean 
distance from the Sun to the Eerth be 100,000. Than thG mean distance from the 
Sun to mare comes out to be 152,350, approximately . The correct, dotted ellipse 
comae within the circle by about 660 of these parts. Kepler was getting values 
of 800 or 900 parts. In a passage of a letter written in May of 1605 , after the 
war wea over -- it cema to an end about Easter time -- Kepler says thet the dis 
tance determinations generally left him in doubt by about 100 or 200 pe~ta. 
By contrast, the assumption of the area law, together with the dotted ellipse, 
laeds to predictions which, Kepler tells us, jibed mith the vicarious theory 
"to the nail". The distance-determinations play an essential role , but this 
r ole ie mainly negative and admonitory . They show that the vicarious theory is 
wrong in ita predictions of mere-Sun distances, end that Tycho'e soler theory ie 
wrong in its predictions of Earth -Sun dietancee; in both cases , they indicate 
that the eccentricity is more nearly bisected; and in the case of Mare, they 
show that the orbit ia not a circle but some kind of oval. After the discovery 
of the correct elliptical orbit of mars, and after Kepler hes, arguing from 
analogy, altered his theory of the Eerth to make the shape of its orbit oval, 
the distencee in these two orbits can be used in predicting positions of mars 
es eesn from t he Earth; and these predictions can be checked against the obeer 
vetiona . But Kepler sees these confirmations es confirming hie mar s and Earth 
t heories 1oint ly, not th~ martien theory by itself . And in any case, the dis
Ulnce determinatior~ do not lead, in the first place, to the idae of t he ellipse, 
.2£. to its exact dimensions: they ere t oo ridden with error to do so. 
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Seventh .2DS. final Stage. Kepler has the ellipse and the area lew -- the 
first and the second plar1etary law!i that go under his name. He is in despair. 
He feels that his triumph over filers is empty . He cannot explain ·.uhy the planet 
should go in this particular orbit. 

One day he ie considering a diagram of the eccentric circle -- not the 
correct orbi t of ffiars, but the orbit of Staga Four (Figure 13). This circle, of 
course, circumscribes the correct elliptical orbit. If we assign 100,000 parts 
to the radius of the circle, then the ellipse comes within the circle, in the 
middle longi tudes, by 429 parts; Kapler had calculated this number. Now he had 
been employing thie circle constantly, in his cal culations of areas in the el 
l ipse; and always in these calculations, a certain triangle pleyed a r ole: the 
triangle with the base SC, where S is t he Sun, and C is the center of the orbit, 
and the apex P is on t he circle, at such a point that PC ie perpendicular to CS. 
The angle CPS, Kepler knew, woe s0 1a•. Kepler t ells us t hat qui t e accidentally 
he happened on the s ecant of CPS, t hat i s PS/PC ; it was 100429/ 100000 . "It was 
aa though" -- he says -- "I had awakened from s leep, and seen a new l ight." In 
the middle longi t ud es, betws8n the apsides, the lunula is broadest ,. and in fact 
its width, 429 is just t he excess of PS over PC. 

Kepler immediatel y arrives at the notion t hat for othe r places on t~e c i rcle, 
e.g. , P' , t he distance of mars from the Sun should be gi ven , not by SP ', but by 
the perpendicular project ion of SP' onto the correspooding diameter of the circle, 
viz . P'T . 

lhe last part of the story I am barely touching on, because of its compli 
cation, but I do want to urge that Kepler's sudden sense of illumination is not 
totally unintelligible. There are, I think, two raaeons for it. One of them has 
to do with the relation between the area law, and that first hypothesis which 
l<apler had proposed to replace the ~quant, the hypothesis that the times for 
equal arcs are proportional to the distances of those arcs from the Sun. Kepler 
knew that these t wo hypotheses were not equivalent fo r most orbi~A; b\Jt I thick 
t hat et the moment of illumination, beca~ee of e certain geometrical rela tion , 
he got the idea that the two hypotheses would be exactly equivalent for the 
r i ght e l liptical orbit . This is not quite right, and Kepler finds a clear and 
strictly correct formula t ion only much later, after the Astronomia ~was 
f i nished. 

The other reason has to do with the explanation of the e llipticity of 
t he orbit. Kepler now proceed!:! to replace the motion of t he planet on the epi
cycle, used in Stages Four and five, by a libration or oscillation of the dia
meter of the epicycle that goes through t he Sun. The possibility of such Bn 
oscillation Kepler had thought of long before , when he was having all his di f
ficul t ies with the conception of t he planetary mover, and was t rying to imagine 
a wey in which mare could be caused t o move in an orbit eccentr i c to t he Sun . 
Ke pler f i nal ly accounts for the oscil l at ion by a kind of magnet i c attraction and 
r 'pulaion. But the point I w~nt to make here i s that, i n Kepler's earlier 
study of this oscillation t ho tr i angl e P'TS i s i nvolved . 

Thus t his moment of illumin~tion is t riggered by an dCCidontal observation; 
but the reason that the accidontal o~servation seems illuminating is that it 
s uggests a solution to two prohl€ms on whi ch Kepler had spent long hours, and 
with the geometry of llihich he is thoroughly familiar. 
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FIGURE 13 STAGE 7 

Discovery of the correct rule for Sun- Planet distances 

When the angle at the center of the circle is x , and the 
helio cent~ic longi t ude therefore u (approximately) , 
t hen--

the Sun- Planet distance is n ot SP' (as in the circular 
theory), 

but P ' T (th e p r ojection of SP ' onto the diameter) . 



What Kepler now has is a proposed procedure or formula for calculating the 
distances of filers from the Sun. for a given angle at the center of the circle, 
say~ x in rigure 13, the proper distance is not SP' hut P'T. But: how is 
P'T to be laid off? One end of it has to go et S, but where does the other end 
go? 
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Kepler first verifies hie not-quite-defined formula by laying P'T off along 
SP', the radius vector from Sun to planet in the old, discarded circular theory 
of Stage rour. This theory, we recall, gave errors in the heliocentric longi
tudes of B' in the octants. The resulting orbit, gotten foam the new distance 
formula, applied in this way, is not an ellipse. It does not matter; the angular 
positions of the new distances era not quite right, but they are never off by 
more than 8 1 • In an 8' shift, at the upper octant for instance, the radius 
vector in the ellipse changes by about 25 parts. The distances determined by 
observation and trigonometrical calculation are uncertain by 100 or 200 parts. 
In other words, the observationally determined distances fit orbits which differ 
slightly in shape from the ellipse. 

Kepler knows this. But he wants to fit the distances of the new formula 
into the ellipse. The orbit must be elliptical, as he has convinced himself 
on the basis of the area law.~ter a time-consuming mistake, Kepler discovers 
the right way. The new mistances, laid off from S, are to be shifted in position 
from the line SP' to a position such that the end-point of the distance lies 
on P'M, a line perpendicular to the line of apsides. Then the end-points lie on 
en ellipse. Kepler is here discovering a new piece of geometry, hitherto un
known. 

All right. The war is over. 

Whet I have bean trying to show may be summarized aa follo~E. The revolu
tion which Kepler brings about in astronomy -- and the Keplerian rev~lution is 
the decisive revolution, it is here rather than with Copernicus that we cross the 
divide between ancient and modern astronomy -- this revolution does not consist 
in the discovery of what may be called, in a simplistic sense, e~pirical laws. 
If the first two Keplerian laws were empirical in that sense, thAn it 1110uld have 
had to be the case that the ellipticity of the orbit was verified independently 
of the area law, and then the area law verified within the ellipse thus found . 
The actual process was the other way round: what Kepler verified, with the 
degree of precision he wanted, was the proposition: .!.f. the area law is right, 
!!:!.!!:!. the orbit is elliptical. It is true that he has satisfied himself, inde
pendently of the area law, on the basis of distance-determinations, that the 
orbit is oval. But these determinations leave an unsatisfying range of 
indeterminacy. 

Newton will later write: "Kepler knew ye Orb to be not circular but oval, 
& guest it to be Elliptical." Yes. But the guess is no idle guess; it comes 
out of a hunch actively pursued, in confrontation with all the previous theories, 
end with Tycho's new data. 

If one is asked what is responsi ble for Kepler's discoveries, I think one 
has to admit the role of chance, lucl<, or as Kepler would say, Providence. It is 
into his care that Tycho's observations are eonfided the only obaerveti~ns 
that could have led him to his goal. The first task he is assigned is that of 



constructing a theory for mare - - the only planet whose elliptical path could 
have been discoveredt in t he t hen state of the obse~vatignal ert . The th@oriss 
of Stages four and rive, which he constructs, happen to err equally in apposite 
dir•ctione from the right result. H%ll .!1~.efL~!l! by accident on the !meant of s 
tlertain eingle 9 ~nd sfJ emeirgss f'.l:om his final p~rplexity. 

aut ruhat ii>l just as i.i:tpcrt.:ant, thro1,,.,igh all the ~ccid®nt end ®I'ror ~nd 
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luck, is, first, Kepler's belief in the possibility of understanding, and his 
dovation t.t:i hi~ task~ th~t coni es him th:cough four yaera of !'aaeord.ng i:md c:~l"" 
oulaUon; ~nd t>J~cond y, the rightness of his initiB-1 hurv;h or insight., Md hh 
ability to disentangle the confused state of things before him in the light of 
.i t. ~~ procaecig ioo~ad e ki nd of She&·i.m:k Holmei!3,'\,an l ngicp which cl~ima ir1 
eliminating the impossible or false to arrive 8t the true ; and most of the 
physical hypoth.wsas ha constructs wiH ha1Je lat.er to be discet>ded ~~ inconai~tant 
~ith Nriwtonian theory . But at ·the root of all his theorizing is that initial 
aenao of the significance of the inverse releti~ between velocity and sietancs 
'"""' I':! fir~t ~liW.!i11',!ll" of wht'i t will one dray be the law of cane1ervation t:f angulfU' 
mom~ntum. It is in the light of that hunch that he is guided through 900 paoss 
or ~:@1.culetion to El bettsx plen!'ltary thecriry than hsd even.' bean proposed befoira. 
No doubt K~pler ~ a di~cove~ies ~re a kind of mi~acle -- of chance and love, but 
aleo ot inventive hypothesizing and detective logic. 
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